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Abstract

The existing video coding standard H.264 could not provide expected rate-distortion (RD) performance for
macroblocks (MBs) with both moving objects and static background and the MBs with uncovered background
(previously occluded). The pattern-based video coding (PVC) technique partially addresses the first problem by
separating and encoding moving area and skipping background area at block level using binary pattern templates.
However, the existing PVC schemes could not outperform the H.264 with significant margin at high bit rates due to
the least number of MBs classified using the pattern mode. Moreover, both H.264 and the PVC scheme could not
provide the expected RD performance for the uncovered background areas due to the unavailability of the
reference areas in the existing approaches. In this paper, we propose a new PVC technique which will use the
most common frame in a scene (McFIS) as a reference frame to overcome the problems. Apart from the use of
McFIS as a reference frame, we also introduce a content-dependent pattern generation strategy for better RD
performance. The experimental results confirm the superiority of the proposed schemes in comparison with the
existing PVC and the McFIS-based methods by achieving significant image quality gain at a wide range of bit rates.

Keywords: Video coding; Virtual reference frame; Long-term reference frame; Uncovered background; Multiple
reference frames
1 Introduction
H.264, the latest video coding standard [1,2], outper-
forms its competitors such as H.263, MPEG-2, MPEG-4,
etc. due to a number of innovative features in the intra-
and inter-frame coding techniques. Variable block size
(VBS) motion estimation and motion compensation
(ME&MC) are the most prolific features. In the VBS
scheme, a 16 × 16 pixel macroblock (MB) is partitioned
into several small rectangular- or square-shaped blocks.
ME&MC are carried out for all possible combinations,
and the ultimate block size is selected based on the
Lagrangian optimization [3-5] using the bits and distor-
tions of the corresponding blocks. Real-world objects, by
nature, may be in any arbitrary shapes, and ME&MC
using only rectangular- and square-shaped blocks just
approximate the real shape; thus, the coding gain would
not be satisfactory. A number of research works are
conducted by non-rectangular block partitioning [6-11]
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using geometric shape partitioning, motion-based impli-
cit block partitioning, and L-shaped partitioning. The re-
quirement of excessively high computational complexity
in the segmentation process and the marginal improve-
ment over the H.264 make them less effective for real-
time applications [12]. Moreover, the requirement of
valuable bits for encoding the area covering almost static
background makes the abovementioned algorithms inef-
ficient in terms of rate-distortion performance.
To exploit the non-rectangular block partitioning and

partial block skipping by separating moving regions
(MRs) from static background regions in an MB, the
pattern-based video coding (PVC) [12,13] schemes parti-
tion the MBs via a simplified segmentation process that
again avoids handling the exact shape of the moving ob-
jects so that the popular MB-based ME could be applied.
The PVC algorithm focuses on the MRs of the MBs,
through the use of a set of regular-shaped pre-defined
64-pixel pattern templates (see Figure 1). The MR is de-
fined as the difference between the current MB and the
collocated MB of the reference frame. The pattern tem-
plates were designed using ‘1’ in 64-pixel positions and
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Figure 1 Pattern codebook of 32 regular-shaped, 64-pixel
patterns, defined in 16 × 16 pixel blocks. The white region represents
‘1’ (motion) and the black region represents ‘0’ (no motion) [12].
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‘0’ in the remaining 192-pixel positions in a 16 × 16 pixel
MB. The MR of an MB is defined as a region comprising a
collection of pixel positions where pixel intensity differs
from its reference MB by a margin (e.g., [13] used 2).
Using some similarity measures, if the MR of an MB is
found to be well covered by a particular pattern (based on
the white areas of a pattern template), then the MB can be
classified as a region-active MB (RMB) and coded by
considering only the 64 pixels of the pattern, with the
remaining 192 pixels being skipped as static background.
Embedding PVC in the H.264 standard as an extra mode
provides higher compression for RMBs as a larger seg-
ment with static background is coded with the partially
skipped mode [12]. Note that the pattern mode differs
from any other existing block partitioning modes in the
H.264 in terms of the encoding areas of an MB (i.e., the
former encodes only one fourth of the areas of an MB by
skipping the rest of the areas as background while the lat-
ter encodes whole areas of an MB).
The MR generated from the difference of the current

MB and the collocated MB from the traditional reference
frames (i.e., the immediate previous frame or any frame
(a) (b)

(d)
Figure 2 Motion estimation and compensation problem using blocks
current frame, (c) MR by (1), (d) MRs using McFIS, and (e) true background
occlusion for motion estimation problem using the block partitioning or ex
which is previously encoded) may contain a moving object
or uncovered background (detailed in Figure 2). The
ME&MC using pattern-covered MR (i.e., covered by the
white regions only of any pattern template (see Figure 1))
for uncovered background would not be accurate if there
is no similar region in the reference frames. As a result,
no coding gain can be achieved for the uncovered back-
ground using the PVC techniques. Similar issues occur for
any other H.264 VBS modes due to the lack of a suitable
matching region in the reference frames.
To address the abovementioned problem, we need a

reference frame where we will find the uncovered back-
ground for the current MB once that region is
evidenced. Only a true background of a scene can be the
best choice to be the reference frame for uncovered
background. Moreover, an MR generated from the true
background against the current frame (instead of from
the previous frame against the current frame) represents
only the moving object instead of both the moving ob-
ject and the uncovered background. Thus, the selection
of the best matched pattern against the newly generated
MR is the best approximation of the object/partial object
in an MB because the MR does not have any uncovered
background. The ME&MC using the best matched pat-
tern carried out on the immediate previous frame will
provide more accurate motion vector and thus minimize
the residual errors for the object/partial object within
the MB, while the rest of the area (which is not covered
by the white regions of the pattern; see Figure 1) is cop-
ied from the true background frame. The immediate
previous frame is used for ME&MC assuming that the
object is visible in the immediate previous frame. The
other modes of H.264 can also use true background as
well as the immediate previous frame (in multiple refer-
ence frames (MRFs) technique [2]) as two separate
(c)

(e)
or patterns when there is occlusion. (a) Reference frame, (b)
. A and B in (b) and (d) are two blocks where we show the impact of
isting pattern matching.
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reference frames. The Lagrangian optimization will pick
the optimal reference frame.
Recently, dynamic background modeling using a Gauss-

ian mixture model [14-16] has been introduced for robust
and real-time object detection from the so-called dynamic
environment where true background is impossible due to
illumination variation over time, camera displacement,
shadow/reflection of foreground objects, and intrinsic
background motions (e.g., waving tree leaves). The object
can be detected more accurately by subtracting the back-
ground frame (generated from the background model)
from the current frame. Some techniques such as sprite
coding [17], golden frame generation [18], etc. are used to
extract background, but they need computationally expen-
sive and very sophisticated preprocessing steps including
object segmentation process. Due to the dependency on
block-based motion vectors and the lack of adaptability in
multimodal backgrounds for dynamic environment, the
background frame generation techniques in [19,20] could
not perform well. Recently, a dynamic background frame
termed as the most common frame of a scene (McFIS) [21]
has been developed for video coding using dynamic back-
ground modeling. In this paper, the McFIS is to be used as
another reference frame assuming that the background and
foreground of the current frame will be referenced from
the McFIS and the immediate previous frame, respectively,
while only dual reference frames are used. To be more spe-
cific, we will use the McFIS to generate a new MR for the
PVC technique and also use it as a reference frame for the
pattern mode as well as other modes. The ultimate mode
will be selected using the Lagrangian optimization.
As we have discussed in the first paragraph of the

current section, real-world objects, by nature, may be in
any arbitrary shape, and ME&MC using only rectangular-,
square-, or even any regular-shaped blocks just approxi-
mate the real shape; thus, the coding gain would not be
satisfactory. Thus, intuitively any attempt to encode a
video by the PVC technique using content-based pattern
templates generated through the adaptation of the MRs of
the video will eventually provide a better coding perform-
ance [22]. The algorithms in [22] used a number of future
frames to generate pattern templates, and thus, it may not
be suitable for some applications where frame delay can-
not be tolerated, such as real-time interactive communica-
tion. The algorithm tries to reduce frame delay up to the
size of group of picture (GOP) using both previously gen-
erated patterns and current patterns by processing frames
in a GOP. Moreover, due to the requirement of bits for
shape coding of the pattern templates to maintain the
same pattern codebook (PC) in the encoder and the de-
coder, the improvement of the rate-distortion performance
is below the expected level.
In this paper, we introduce an efficient arbitrary-

shaped pattern-based video coding (ASPVC) scheme
using a content-based pattern generation strategy from
decoded frames and the McFIS to avoid any frame delay
and pattern shape coding (as both encoder and decoder
use the same procedure and frames to generate pattern
templates). The experimental results confirm that the pro-
posed method outperforms the two recent and relevant al-
gorithms by improving image quality significantly. The
preliminary idea is published in [23]. This paper has been
extended by including the following things: (1) generation
of arbitrary-shaped content-based pattern templates from
the decoded frames, (2) embedding the pattern mode into
the H.264 framework by adjusting the corresponding bits
and distortion, (3) new McFIS generation strategy based
on the theoretical relationship between the distortion and
quantization step size, (4) computational complexity com-
parison with other relevant existing techniques, and (5)
more insight reasoning supported by data and analysis to
show the superiority of the proposed algorithms compared
to the algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2

describes the motivation and detailed steps of the pro-
posed pattern-based video coding scheme using the
McFIS and pre-defined regular-shaped pattern templates,
Section 3 explains details of another proposed pattern-
based video coding scheme using dynamic and arbitrary-
shaped pattern templates for better moving object
approximation through real-time content-dependent gen-
erated patterns, Section 4 demonstrates the experimental
setup and results and also analyzes and compares the pro-
posed techniques with contemporary and relevant tech-
niques [1,21,24,25], and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Proposed PVC scheme using regular-shaped
pattern templates
Generally, ME&MC using more than one reference frame
(i.e., MRFs) exhibit better rate-distortion performance
compared to a single reference frame (i.e., using the imme-
diate previous frame) in the expense of computational time
[24-30]. The computational time in the MRFs increases al-
most proportionally with the number of reference frames
for ME&MC. Dual reference frame techniques [24-26] rep-
resent a good compromise between single and MRFs in
terms of computational time and rate-distortion perform-
ance. The proposed scheme is a pattern-based video cod-
ing under the H.264/AVC framework (wherein pattern
mode is embedded) with dual reference frames. Between
the dual frames, one is the immediate previous frame and
the other is the McFIS, assuming that motion areas and
normal/uncovered static areas will be referenced from the
immediate previous frame and the McFIS, respectively,
through Lagrangian optimization.
The McFIS is generated by dynamic background mod-

eling using Gaussian mixture models [14-16]. It is
constructed from the already encoded frames at the



Figure 3 Average percentages of MBs selected by the three
techniques. (1) The existing pattern matching [12], i.e., matching
and ME&MC being carried out using immediate previous frame, (2)
pattern matching and ME&MC being carried out using the McFIS,
and (3) pattern matching using the McFIS but ME&MC being carried
out with the immediate previous frame.
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encoder and decoder using the same technique so that
the McFIS need not to be transmitted from the encoder
to the decoder. When a frame is decoded at the en-
coder/decoder, the McFIS is updated using the new-
ly decoded frame. The detailed procedure will be
described in Subsection 2.3. To exploit the non-
rectangular MB partitioning and partially skipped
mode, a pattern mode is incorporated as an extra mode
into the conventional H.264 video coding standard and is
defined as the PVC scheme [12,13]. Figure 1 has shown
the PC comprising 32 patterns which are used in the pro-
posed scheme. Each pattern is a binary 16 × 16 pixel
matrix, where the white region indicates 1 (i.e., to capture
foreground) and the black region indicates 0 (i.e., to cap-
ture background). Actually, the pattern is used as a mask
to segment out the foreground from the background
within a 16 × 16 pixel MB.
We need to determine MR for the current MB using

the MBs from the current and reference frames. Then to
find the best matched pattern from the PC through a
similarity metric [12], ME&MC are carried out using
only a pattern-covered MR (i.e., covered by the white re-
gion in Figure 1). In the proposed scheme, we also intro-
duce a new pattern matching scheme for ME&MC so
that we can overcome the occlusion problem in the
existing schemes by exploiting uncovered background.
If an MB has both moving object and background, then

the block is normally encoded using a pattern mode. In
the pattern mode, the moving object is approximated
using the best matched pattern, and the rest of the area
is treated as skipped area (i.e., it is not encoded). The
existing PVC scheme determines the moving object
using MR which is the difference between the current
block and its collocated block in the reference frame (i.e.,
immediate previous frame). If we calculate the MR in this
way, we get two moving regions: (1) one is due to uncov-
ered background, i.e., the old place where the object was
at the (t − 1)th time, and (2) the other is due to the move-
ment of the object in the new location, i.e., the new place
where the object is at the tth time. Actually, the MR in the
second case represents the object, and the MR in the first
place represents the uncovered background. Both MRs are
drawn in Figure 2c. As the McFIS comprises only the
background, if we extract the MR by comparing the
current block against the McFIS, we will get the MR which
represents the true object rather than both uncovered
background and object. Then, in the proposed scheme, we
determine the best matched pattern for the pattern-covered
areas and perform motion estimation and compensation
using the immediate previous frame to find the best
matched object. The rest of the region of the block is cop-
ied from the collocated block in the background frame, i.e.,
McFIS. The experimental results reveal that (see Figure 3)
the proposed scheme encoded more RMBs compared to
the existing schemes. Encoding more RMBs indicates more
compression.
Thus, the new ideas are (1) extracting only moving ob-

ject areas as MR rather than both object and background
areas, (2) performing motion estimation and motion com-
pensation using pattern-covered area (i.e., moving object
areas) using immediate previous frame, and (3) treating
the background area as a skipped area and coping from
the McFIS. The detailed procedures will be explained
in the following subsection.

2.1 New ME&MC for uncovered background areas
Let Fi

k and Fi−1
k be the kth MBs from the ith and (i − 1)

th frames, respectively. According to the PVC scheme
[12], the MR Mi

k is defined as follows:

Mi
k x; yð Þ ¼ Fi

k x; yð Þ−Fi−1
k x; yð Þ�� ��: ð1Þ

The similarity of a pattern Pn ∈ PC with the MR in the
kth MB is defined as

Sik;n x; yð Þ ¼
X15
x¼0

X15
y¼0

Mi
k x; yð Þ � Pn x; yð Þ�� ��: ð2Þ

The best matched pattern for an MR is then selected
as

Pj ¼ arg max
∀Pn∈PC

Sik;n
� �

: ð3Þ

Figure 2b shows a current frame, Figure 2a shows a ref-
erence frame, the MR (marked as texture) according to
Equation 1 is shown in Figure 2c, and a true background
without an object (here a moving ball) is shown in
Figure 2e. From the figure, we can easily observe that the
second block of the third row (marked as block A in
Figure 2b) has both a moving object (see Figure 2a) and
an uncovered background (see Figure 2b). When ME&MC
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are carried out for block A (i.e., uncovered background),
there is no matched region for block A in the reference
frame (i.e., in Figure 2a). Thus, the pattern mode as well
as any other mode could not provide accurate ME&MC
for blocks similar to A. This problem can be solved if
we can generate a true background (Figure 2e) and if
ME&MC are carried out using the background as a refer-
ence frame by any suitable H.264 mode or pattern mode
(if the MR is best matched with any pattern). In this work,
we use McFIS (actually a dynamic background frame; to
be discussed in Subsection 2.3) for referencing the uncov-
ered background.

When a pattern is matching against the MR (i.e., the
part of the ball) in block B (Figure 2b), ideally, pattern 11,
14, or 30 (see Figure 1) would be the best matched pat-
tern, but due to the MR generated by (1) (see Figure 2c)
comprising both a moving object and an uncovered back-
ground, pattern 21 is the best matched pattern. However,
ME&MC using pattern 21 do not find a proper reference
region in any reference frames (i.e., Figure 2a or Figure 2e)
and result in poor rate-distortion performance. To solve this
problem, we need to generate a new MR using the McFIS
and the current frame (see Figure 2d) and then use the
immediate previous frame for ME&MC using the pattern-
covered region, and the rest of the region of the MB is cop-
ied from the collocated background frame, i.e., McFIS. In
this process, we need to replace Fi−1

k in (1) by kth MB from
McFIS (i.e., McFISik) to find the object motion. However, we
also use two other options using the existing pattern
matching with Equation 1 and ME&MC, i.e., using the im-
mediate previous frame (existing pattern matching) and
using the McFIS (pattern matching using McFIS) to
maximize the rate-distortion performance where an MR is
not well matched with the best pattern.

Figure 3 compares the average percentages of MBs se-
lected by the Lagrangian optimization as the reference
MBs for three relevant techniques: (1) the existing pattern
matching [12] (where the MR is determined based on the
difference between the current block and the collocated
block in the immediate previous frame), i.e., matching and
ME&MC being carried out using the immediate previous
frame, (2) pattern matching (where the MR is determined
based on the difference between the current block and
collocated block in the McFIS and then find the best
matched pattern for the MR) and ME&MC being carried
out using the McFIS, and (3) pattern matching using the
McFIS but ME&MC being carried out with the immediate
previous frame. Note that technique 3 is the newly intro-
duced pattern matching and ME&MC approach in this
work, while technique 2 is the existing MRF approach
with the McFIS. Techniques 1 and 3 have a difference in
generating the MR of the current MB (against either the
McFIS or the immediate previous frame) to find the best
matched pattern at the encoder but have no difference in
decoding point of view as both use the immediate previ-
ous frame as the reference frame. Thus, we accommodate
all three techniques for the pattern mode. The first 300
frames of six standard video sequences, namely Paris,
Bridge Close, Silent, News, Salesman, and Hall Objects,
have been used for the evaluation. The figure shows that
the proposed technique 3 selects the most number of MBs
compared to the other two techniques. The higher per-
centage represents higher effectiveness for referencing.
The results indicate that the proposed pattern matching
and ME&MC technique are expected to perform better,
and this will be further evidenced by the rate-distortion
performance in Section 4.
Figure 3 shows that the percentages of RMBs are from

45% to 70% in the proposed scheme, whereas they are
from 10% to 30% in the existing schemes. The rest of the
MBs are encoded as the traditional H.264 MBs. At a low
bit rate (when quantization parameter (QP) is high), the
percentage of RMB (i.e., MBs selected by the pattern
mode) is larger, and it gradually decreases with the bit
rates in the proposed scheme. The decreasing trend of the
RMBs with bit rates is quite understandable. The rational-
ity is that at low bit rates, if an MR of an MB is not com-
pletely covered by the best matched pattern, the MB can
be still encoded using the pattern mode (i.e., as RMB) as
the distortion due to the unmatched area might not be sig-
nificant compared to bit rate saving in calculating the
Lagrangian cost function. However, at high bit rates, the
distortion might be significant compared to bit saving in
calculating the cost function to select other modes com-
pared to the pattern mode.
2.2 Embedding pattern mode within the H.264 framework
Due to the object’s shape, motion characteristics, predic-
tion accuracy, and ratio of foreground and background
in an MB, a certain mode might not always have a spe-
cific ratio-distortion (R-D) characteristics; however, it is
a general trend that when the Lagrangian multiplier is
relatively high (at low bit rates), more emphasis is given
to the bit rates compared to the distortion; on the other
hand, when the Lagrangian multiplier is relatively low
(at high bit rates), more emphasis is given to the distor-
tion compared to the bit rates. Thus, for a given block
(16 × 16), larger modes (such as 16 × 16, 16 × 8, and 8 × 16)
might be chosen at low bit rates, whereas smaller modes
(8 × 8, 8 × 4, 4 × 8, and 4 × 4) might be chosen at high bit
rates. The general tendency of the pattern mode is that it
provides less bits and high mean square error (MSE) com-
pared to the other modes because we only consider
pattern-covered areas for bits but overall areas for calcu-
lating MSE (non-pattern-matched area contributing in
higher MSE). Figure 3 also shows the same tendency as
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the number of MBs encoded as the pattern mode is de-
creasing with the bit rates.
In the proposed method, we have added a pattern

mode and kept all other H.264 modes including 4 × 4,
4 × 8, and 8 × 4. Thus, if the 8 × 8 block mode is selected,
then 8 × 8 blocks are further decomposed into smaller
modes, but we do not use any smaller size pattern mode
(e.g., 16-pixel patterns) in the decomposition for the pro-
posed scheme. The pattern size is 64; thus, if we let parts
(i.e., 64 pixels) of the 16 × 16 block to be inter-predicted
and the others are skipped, the setting can be used to ap-
proximate any of the patterns. The main difference is that
in the pattern mode, a 16 × 16 MB (i.e., 256-pixel block) is
represented by a smaller block, i.e., one of the 64-pixel
patterns; on the other hand, H.264 treats the MB as a 256-
pixel block by signaling zero motion vector and zero re-
sidual errors for the skipped areas. In the PVC scheme, we
need to send some bits for the pattern index; on the other
hand, the H.264 needs to send some bits to signal the zero
motion vectors and zero residual errors for the skipped
areas. The experimental results reveal that ultimately the
pattern mode is the winner for significant times through
Lagrangian optimization.
As the size of a pattern (to capture and encode MR) is

one fourth (i.e., 64 pixels among 256 pixels) of an MB,
ME&MC using pattern-covered areas generally provide
less bits (due to the coding of one fourth of the areas)
and more MSE (due to the mismatch between a pattern
and the MRs) compared to the other modes such as
16 × 16, 16 × 8, 8 × 16, and 8 × 8. After analyzing a num-
ber of video sequences, we have observed that the aver-
age bits required by the 16 × 16, 16 × 8, 8 × 16, and 8 × 8
modes against the pattern mode are 2.61, 2.78, 2.71, and
2.93 times, respectively. The corresponding MSE ratios
are 0.91, 0.89, 0.89, and 0.86. Thus, using conventional
Lagrangian multiplier (LM) recommended in the H.264,
i.e., λ = 0.85 × 2(QP − 12)/3, the pattern-based video coding
scheme encodes a large number of MBs as RMBs, which
results in low bit rates with low peak signal-to-noise ra-
tio (PSNR) compared to the H.264 for a similar QP. This
may be a problem for the existing rate-control mecha-
nisms as the relationship of the QPs and the rate-
distortion may be different. To address this problem, a
comprehensive R-D analysis is given by Paul and
Murshed in [12], where a pattern mode has been em-
bedded into the H.264 coding framework by modifying
LM. The Lagrangian multiplier (after embedding the
pattern mode) is relatively smaller compared to the
H.264-recommended LM. Paul and Murshed [12]
recommended a new LM: λPVC = 0.4 × 2(QP − 12)/3. If a
video sequence has a few numbers of RMBs (for ex-
ample, very high motion video sequence), the amend-
ment of LM may cause a problem in the existing rate-
control mechanism.
An intuitive solution is to change the Lagrangian cost
function (by adding distortion with the product of bits
and the LM) of the pattern mode and then allow this
mode into the competition with the other modes under
the H.264 optimization framework. Thus, the existing
rate-control mechanism based on the QP-rate-distortion
relationship does not affect so much. As the pattern
mode yields less bits with more MSE compared to the
other H.264 modes, we can adjust the cost function of
the pattern mode by adjusting MSE and bits. Figure 4
shows (by dotted lines) bits and MSE ratios between dif-
ferent conventional modes (i.e., 16 × 16, 16 × 8, 8 × 16,
and 8 × 8) and the pattern mode against different QPs
before adjustment of the bits and MSE generated by the
pattern mode when the pattern mode is selected by the
H.264-recommended LM. It shows that, on average, 2.76
times of bits is required by the conventional modes and,
on average, 0.89 for the MSE ratio is obtained by the
other modes compared to the pattern mode. We adjust
(i.e., by reducing) MSE with the pattern mode by gener-
ating high-quality MRs (i.e., pattern-covered MRs) using
finer quantization compared to the other modes. We
also adjust bits by multiplying the corresponding bits by
a factor, β (>1), in cost function determination to restrict
some MBs to be classified as RMBs where the MBs are
poorly matched with the best pattern.
Obviously, making the MSE ratio towards 1 (i.e., the

MSE for the pattern mode is the same as that of other
modes) by finer quantization and keeping the bit re-
quirement at its lowest level by multiplying with β for
the pattern mode would be the desirable case to improve
overall rate-distortion performance. Figure 4 shows
(solid lines) bits and MSE ratios between different con-
ventional modes (i.e., 16 × 16, 16 × 8, 8 × 16, and 8 × 8)
and the pattern mode against different QPs after adjust-
ment (QPpvcmode = QPothermode − 2 and β = 1.5) of the bits
and MSE. It shows that, on average, 2.37 (instead of 2.76
before adjustment) times of bits is required by the con-
ventional modes and, on average, 0.95 (instead of 0.89
before adjustment) for the MSE ratio is generated by the
other modes compared to the pattern mode. Note that
this adjustment makes sure that for a given QP, the PSNR
of the PVC is comparable with the H.264, although the
corresponding bit rate of the PVC is much lower com-
pared to that of the H.264, so that the PVC exhibits bet-
ter overall rate-distortion performance compared to the
H.264. To make the coding performance uniform for a
wide range of bit rates and low to high motion video se-
quences, we have adjusted the bits and distortion for
the pattern mode based on the experimental results.

2.3 New McFIS generation technique
In a video scene, a pixel may be a part of different objects
and backgrounds over the time (i.e., in the temporal



Figure 4 Comparison of bits (a) and MSE (b) by different modes against the pattern mode. The dotted lines and solid lines indicate before
and after quality or bit adjustment, respectively. Different modes are 16 × 16, 16 × 8, 8 × 16, and 8 × 8.
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frames). Each part can be represented by a Gaussian model
expressed by pixel intensity variance, mean, and weight
[14-16]. Thus, to model a pixel over the time, Gaussian
mixture models are used. Intuitively, if a model has large
weight and low variance, then most probably the model
represents the most stable background. A mean value of
the best background model is taken as background pixel
intensity for that pixel. In this way, an entire background
frame (i.e., McFIS) is constructed. Instead of the mean
value, the last satisfied pixel intensity (preserved when a
pixel satisfies a model) may be taken as the background
pixel intensity to avoid an artificial mean value [16]. As
mentioned in [21], background generation using pixel
mean (or pixel recent value) is not very effective in video
coding applications as the McFIS is generated from the
distorted image (i.e., the decoded frame); neighboring pixel
intensities within the McFIS (i.e., spatial correlation) are
therefore used to generate better McFIS [21]. We have also
observed that there is pixel intensity similarity among
neighboring pixels. This relationship is also observed by
the other researchers, and thus, pre-/post-filtering tech-
niques were introduced by exploiting neighboring pixels to
reduce pixel intensity discrepancy in decoded frames due
to the quantization and/or block-based ME&MC [31,32].
Paul et al. in [33] generated McFIS with modified decoded
frames using neighboring pixel intensities of the decoded



Figure 5 Proposed threshold Tp as a function of QPs. With
theoretical and experimental distortion (mean error) using a number
of video sequences.
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frames. By further investigation, we have found that tem-
poral correlation exploitation is also crucial to construct
McFIS along with the spatial correlation. Thus, we modify
the existing McFIS [33] as follows, assuming Di and Di−1 as
the ith and (i − 1)th McFISs, respectively:

Di x; yð Þ ¼ τDi x;yð Þþ 1−τð ÞDi−1 x;yð Þ if Di x;yð Þ−Di−1 x;yð Þj j<Tp

Di x;yð Þ;otherwise ;

�

ð4Þ

where τ (0 < τ < 1) and Tp are the weighting factor and
threshold, respectively. It is obvious that there should be a
strong correlation between consecutive McFISs especially
in the stable region (i.e., background). A small difference
(i.e., Tp) may be due to the quantization error instead of
different environments. Thus, to rectify this variance, a
weighted average is formulated for the current McFIS
from the previous McFIS. A large value of τ means that
we give more emphasis to the current McFIS.
Although the current pixel and the pixel at the collo-

cated position of the previous McFIS are similar, the
abovementioned Tp adjustment is due to the quantization
error but not environment changes (i.e., not for object
movements in the background areas), and we have investi-
gated the distortion due to quantization. As the quan-
tization error varies with the quantization step, Tp should
vary with QP, since a large QP creates high distortion
while low QP creates low distortion. To find the relation-
ship of Tp with QP, we need to know the relationship of
the distortion and quantization step size. There is a theor-
etical derivation of the relationship of the distortion and
the quantization in [34] where it is shown that the mean
square quantization error varies with Δ2/12, with Δ being
the quantization step size. This approximation is fairly
accurate when the quantization step size is smaller than
the signal standard deviation [34], at the middle range of
quantization (but applicable for the entire range of
quantization). The relationship (when distortion is defined
as the mean quantization error) is plotted in Figure 5. We
have also investigated this relationship using actual frames
and with their reconstructed frames of a number of video
sequences such as Paris, Silent, Salesman, and News (aver-
age result is plotted in Figure 5). The figure shows that the
experimental value is smaller than the theoretical one due
to the other factors (more accurate ME&MC using VBS,
significant amount of static regions, etc. while the H.264 is
used). We have fixed Tp (plotted in Figure 5) as two times
of the experimental value as both the current McFIS and
the previous McFIS can suffer from quantization error. To
minimize the quantization error on background areas for
improving the quality of the McFIS, Tp can be approxi-
mated as Tp = 0.6513e0.0861 × QP.
2.4 Encoding and decoding of the proposed scheme
In the proposed scheme, the first frame of video is encoded
as an intra-frame, and the subsequent frames are encoded
as inter-frames until a scene change [35] occurs. When a
frame is encoded and decoded at the encoder, the McFIS is
updated using the most recent decoded frame through
background modeling. When a scene change occurs, the
modeling parameters are reset and a new McFIS will be
generated. As the McFIS contains a stable portion of a
scene, the sum of absolute difference (SAD) between the
current frame and the McFIS is a good indicator for scene
change. Obviously, an automatic (not hand-made) cut of
the scene (i.e., scene change) cannot be consistently de-
fined and clearly confirmed. In this scheme, a scene change
is detected in two different ways: (1) based on the ratio of
SADi and SADi−1 where SADi is calculated between McFIS
and the ith frame (i.e., the current frame) and SADi−1

between the McFIS and the (i − 1)th frame (i.e., the previ-
ous frame) and (2) based on the percentage of the McFIS
references in encoding. As the McFIS contains a stable
portion of a scene, SADi between the current frame and
the McFIS is a good indicator for scene change. In the pro-
posed scheme, we consider scene change if SADi

SADi−1
> 1:7.

Paul et al. [36] mentioned that the percentage of McFIS
referencing is a good indication to test the relevance of the
current McFIS as a reference frame. Thus, we also gener-
ate a new McFIS if the percentage of the McFIS reference
is below a threshold (e.g., for the current implementation,
we use 3%). For each MB, we have examined all modes in-
cluding the pattern mode using two reference frames, and
then the ultimate mode is selected based on the LM. In
the pattern mode, we only conduct ME&MC using regions
covered by the best pattern (using Equation 3).
To avoid more than four 4 × 4 DCT transformations for

a pattern (as 64 1′s in a pattern), we need to rearrange the
residual errors covered by the pattern into one 8 × 8 block.
For arranging residual errors, we scan the 16 × 16 residual
block row-wise from top to bottom and left to right and



(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6 Rearrangement of the residual errors covered by a
pattern into an 8 × 8 block. (a) An example of a pattern. (b)
Numbering the positions according to row-wise scan order (i.e., top
to bottom and left to right). (c) Positioning the residual errors
according to the numbering into an 8 × 8 block.
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put them into an 8 × 8 block when we find 1 in the corre-
sponding matched pattern. Arrangement of residual errors
for a pattern is shown in Figure 6. A pattern is shown in
Figure 6a, numbering of residual errors according to the
position of 1 in a pattern is shown in Figure 6b, and ar-
rangement of residual errors into an 8 × 8 block according
to the numbering is shown in Figure 6c. The inverse ar-
rangement is also used in the decoder to get back the ori-
ginal shape of the pattern-covered residual error for block
reconstruction.

3 Proposed PVC scheme with arbitrary-shaped
pattern templates using McFIS
Obviously, the content-based PVC in [22] outperforms
the PVC with pre-defined regular-shaped patterns [12,13]
due to the better moving-region shape approximation.
The limitations of the content-based PVC approach are its
frame delay due to pattern generation using future frames
(and then encode the frames using the generated patterns)
and requirement of bits for encoding patterns themselves
for transmission to the decoder (to make the same PC
available at the encoder and decoder). Intuitively, by pro-
cessing a smaller number of future frames provides better
object shape approximation (by the generated patterns)
with reduced frame delay but requires more bits to encode
patterns themselves (after each time of pattern gener-
ation). On the other hand, processing a larger number of
future frames provides poorer shape approximation (and
fewer bits for encoding patterns themselves) with in-
creased frame delay for pattern generation and encoding
frames. Thus, in the proposed ASPVC scheme, we use a
small number of decoded frames to generate patterns and
encode future frames. As we do not use any future frame
in the pattern generation process, the proposed scheme
does not bring about any frame delay. Moreover, the pro-
posed ASPVC scheme uses the same procedure to gener-
ate pattern templates at the encoder and the decoder, and
thus, we do not need to encode the shape of pattern tem-
plates. As a result, better rate-distortion performance can
be achieved due to the saving of bits which are previously
used for pattern-shaped coding.
Figure 7 shows the flowchart of the proposed scheme

with different steps. Each frame is encoded using the
pattern mode with other relevant H.264 modes with
extra reference frame, i.e., McFIS. The McFIS is gener-
ated from decoded frames. The content-based patterns
are generated using decoded frames and the McFIS.
The proposed ASPVC technique needs to generate MRs

from already decoded frames, create a PC comprising a
number of pattern templates from those MRs using a suit-
able algorithm (such as [22]), and then encode frames
using all modes including the pattern mode with the gen-
erated PC. Note that for the first time (when no arbitrary-
shaped patterns are available), the proposed ASPVC uses
pre-defined patterns. As we use the same technique and
decoded frames at the encoder and decoder, we do not
need to transmit patterns themselves to the decoder. The
same arrangement (left to right and top to bottom) and re-
arrangement procedure is also applied to the residual er-
rors (covered by the pattern) at the encoder and decoder
to avoid multiple 8 × 8 blocks (see Subsection 2.4). The
following subsections discuss the detailed procedures of
MR generations, content-based pattern generations, and
other issues related to the proposed ASPVC scheme.

3.1 Moving region detection
To generate a PC, we need MRs from all MBs of the partic-
ipated frames Fi − 1 to Fi − n for encoding the i to (i + n)th



Figure 7 Flowchart of the proposed scheme with
different steps.

(a) (b)
Figure 8 Example of MR clustering based on GCs of the MRs
using K-mean clustering technique. (a) GCs of MRs with their
grouping into one of eight clusters and (b) eight clusters
(connected by lines among the centers of MRs) based on the GCs.
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frames where n > 0. To capture MRs created by the mov-
ing object (but not uncovered background) only, we use
Equation 1 for MRs, Mi, by replacing Fi − 1 with the (i − 1)
th McFIS i.e., McFISi − 1. The selection of n has an
impact on overall performance, i.e., rate-distortion,
memory requirement, and computational time of the
proposed technique. Setting n = 1 requires PC gener-
ation for every frame coding. Thus, it requires more
computational time due to the PC generation overhead
but less memory requirement (i.e., needing to store only
one decoded frame) and better rate-distortion perform-
ance. Setting n > 1 requires more memory (to store n
decoded frames), least computational time (due to less PC
generation overhead), and poorer rate-distortion perform-
ance. In our experiment, we have used n = 3 as the balance
among memory requirement, computational time, and
rate-distortion performance.

3.2 PC generation
After collection of all MRs of the participated frames, we
divide them into α clusters using a clustering algorithm
such as fuzzy C-means [37,38] or K-means [39] to cluster
them into α classes based on the gravitational center (GC)
[22] of MRs. The GC of an MR is a weighted average of all
coordinates of non-zero errors where the corresponding
weights are their absolute error values. The GC is defined
as follows:

GC Mi
k

� � ¼
X15
x¼0

X15
y¼0

xMi
k x; yð Þ

X15
x¼0

X15
y¼0

Mi
k x; yð Þ

;

X15
x¼0

X15
y¼0

yMi
k x; yð Þ

X15
x¼0

X15
y¼0

Mi
k x; yð Þ

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA
;

ð5Þ
where Mi

k is the MR of the kth macroblock in the ith
frame and (x, y) is the coordinate of a position.
Figure 8 shows the distribution of GCs of a number of

MRs and their corresponding cluster using K-mean clus-
tering algorithm while encoding the Salesman video se-
quence at QP = 30. When we cluster the MR, we try to
keep the closest (in terms of distance based on the GC)
MRs into one cluster. A simplistic greedy heuristic is used
to form a pattern from each cluster [22]. We add all MRs
of a cluster using matrix addition to get the cumulative
MRs for a cluster. The cumulative MRs (see Figure 9a,d)
give us an indication of important areas within the 16 × 16
block for a cluster. We then select the highest magnitude
64-position (see Figure 9b,e) among them and assign 1 to
them and 0 to the rest of the positions to form a 64-pixel
binary pattern. This procedure provides a local optimal
pattern generation for a given cluster [22]. We use the
same pattern generation technique used in [22] but with a
different MR which contains different errors rather than
only those with 1 and 0.
Figure 9 shows the steps of the pattern generation tech-

nique using the Salesman video sequence while encoding
at QP = 30 for the first-time pattern generation using
decoded frames. The cumulative MRs (after adding all
corresponding errors within a cluster) of two clusters



Figure 9 Content-based pattern generation steps through pictorial diagram. Two examples of pattern generation steps are shown using
the Salesman video sequence. (a) Cumulative MRs in cluster 1, (b) highest magnitude 64 MRs in cluster 1, and (c) pattern 1 by assigning 1 of the
64 positions and 0 for others. (d) Cumulative MRs in cluster 5, (e) highest magnitude 64 MRs in cluster 5, and (f) pattern 5 by assigning 1 of the
64 positions and 0 for others.
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(namely clusters 1 and 5) are shown in Figure 9a,d, re-
spectively. Figure 9b,e shows the corresponding highest
magnitude 64 values, while Figure 9c,f shows patterns 1
and 5 after assigning 1 to the highest magnitude 64 pos-
ition and 0 to the rest of the positions. The final pattern
sets from different video sequences are listed in Figure 10
for the first instance (i.e., using the first three decoded
frames) while encoding at QP = 30.
3.3 Impact of number of patterns and size of patterns
Obviously, a large number of patterns can approximate
the different shapes of the MRs well but require more bits
to identify the pattern itself. For example, 32 patterns re-
quire 5 bits to identify an individual pattern if we use a
fixed length code. Using some sophisticated approach, we
may reduce the identification code size, but we have ob-
served that more than 32 pre-defined patterns are not



P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8

Sales 

News 

Hall 

Tennis 

Trevor 

Silent 

Paris 

Bridge 

Popple 

Figure 10 Generated pattern templates using the first three
decoded frames of each video sequence. QP = 30 where
Pi (i = 1, 2,…, 8) indicates the pattern number.

Figure 11 Computational comparisons of the proposed
methods against the H.264 with single reference frame.
Proposed methods: McFIS-PVC and McFIS-ASPVC, H.264-5Refs,
McFIS-D, and LTR-PVC.

Figure 12 Percentages of areas where the McFIS and the LTR
frames are referenced respectively.
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suitable for any video sequences. In the case of content-
dependent patterns, we have observed that generally eight
patterns are suitable for all videos, although for some cases
(where the number of MBs classified by the pattern mode
is high for low motion videos), slightly better performance
can be observed using 16 patterns.
All the pre-defined patterns are with 1′s in 64-pixel po-

sitions that covered MRs, and ME&MC are carried out
using those positions only in the pattern mode. If the pat-
tern mode wins the competition with the other modes
based on the Lagrangian multiplier, theoretically, it may
provide four times for compression (actually, 2.7 times;
see Figure 4) compared to the other modes due to the
one-fourth size of the pattern against a 16 × 16 block.
Figure 10 shows eight generated patterns using the tech-

nique above for each of the nine video sequences using
the first three decoded frames. We may note that the
shapes of the patterns are irregular and different from
each other compared to the pre-defined patterns (see
Figure 1). As the patterns are generated from the con-
tent of the video, we can expect better rate-distortion
performance if we encode the video using these pat-
terns. Obviously, the patterns generated from the next
instance (i.e., using different frames) would be different
from those in Figure 10 due to the different MRs.

4 Overall experimental results
Apart from the experimental results reported in the previ-
ous sections to provide the ground for the idea of both
regular- and arbitrary-shaped pattern-based coding, over-
all experiments are also performed using nine standard
video sequences (Salesman, News, Hall Objects, Tennis,
Trevor, Silent, Paris, Bridge Close, and Popple) with QCIF,
CIF, and 4CIF resolutions toward effectiveness of refe-
rencing, computational time, and rate-distortion.
All sequences are encoded at 25 frames per second and

32 frames as the GOP size. Full-search quarter-pel ME
with ±15 as the search length is used. We have used the
IPPPP… format. We have proposed two schemes: one is
pattern-based video coding with pre-defined regular-
shaped pattern templates where we used McFIS as the
second reference frame and termed the technique as
McFIS-PVC, and the other is dynamic pattern-based video
coding with content-dependent arbitrary-shaped pattern
templates where we also used McFIS as the second refer-
ence frame and termed the technique as McFIS-ASPVC.
We have compared the proposed schemes (i.e., McFIS-
PVC and McFIS-ASPVC) with a number of algorithms to
demonstrate their strength. The technique we have se-
lected for comparisons are the following:

� H.264-5Refs. The latest video coding standard H.264
[1] with five reference frames to see the



Figure 13 Rate-distortion performance of the proposed and conventional HQLTR frame techniques. Rate-distortion performance of the
proposed (McFIS-PVC and McFIS-ASPVC), the conventional HQLTR frame (LTR-PVC) [24,25] embedding the PVC, the PVC [12], the H.264 with five
reference frames (H.264-5Refs), and dual-frame reference frames using the most common frame in a scene (McFIS-D) [21] for nine standard
video sequences.
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performance of the proposed schemes as this
technique is the general state of the art in video
coding techniques.

� PVC. The pattern-based video coding in [12] is the
best algorithm in terms of rate-distortion performance
among existing PVC algorithms. Thus, we have
compared the proposed approach with this algorithm.

� LTR-PVC. The long-term reference (LTR) frame
[24,25] is a good competitor of the McFIS (i.e.,
dynamic frame) for a coding scheme using dual
reference frames. Thus, we apply the PVC technique
using the LTR frame and select for comparison as
this comparison will tell how effective the McFIS
over the LTR frame is when both use the PVC
technique.

� McFIS-D. The algorithm in [21] where the McFIS
(generated from decoded frames) is used as the second
reference frame, but no pattern mode is used. The
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algorithm in [21] also differs from the proposed scheme
in the McFIS generation where spatial neighboring
pixels were used to modify the McFIS (i.e., unlike in
Equation 4 where the previous McFIS is used).

In our implementation, we use high-quality LTR
(HQLTR) and high-quality intra-(I)-frame for better per-
formance. To ensure this, we set the QPs for HQLTR and
the I-frame as QP(I) =QP(HQLTR) =QP(P)-4, where QP(.)
represents the corresponding QP in the inter-frame.

4.1 Computational time
To compare the computational complexity, we have calcu-
lated the computational time of the proposed methods,
i.e., McFIS-PVC and McFIS-ASPVC, and other methods
such as H.264-5Refs, McFIS-D, and LTR-PVC against the
H.264 with a single reference frame. The results are shown
in Figure 11. The figure reveals that the proposed methods
require more computational time compared to the
McFIS-D and LTR-PVC methods. The McFIS-PVC re-
quires extra time to process a large number of patterns
(i.e., 32 patterns), while the McFIS-ASPVC requires
extra time to generate patterns from the video frames.
However, it is noted that the McFIS-ASPVC requires less
computational time compared to the McFIS-PVC due to
the small number of patterns (i.e., 8 instead of 32). How-
ever, the proposed techniques are faster compared to the
H.264-5Refs technique as the H.264-5Refs requires more
time for five reference frames (instead of two reference
frames for the proposed techniques).

4.2 Rate-distortion performance
Figure 12 shows the average percentages of referencing
with the McFIS and the LTR frames, respectively (where
the remaining portions are referenced using the immediate
previous frame). The results indicate that the McFIS cap-
tures more background areas compared to the conventional
LTR frame. This translates into the improving rate-
distortion performance by the proposed scheme compared
to that of the LTR frame.
Figure 13 further shows the rate-distortion performance

using the proposed McFIS-PVC and McFIS-ASPVC tech-
niques, the conventional HQLTR frame technique LTR-
PVC, the McFIS-D, the PVC [12], and the H.264-5Refs
algorithms for nine standard video sequences. The figure
confirms that the proposed methods consistently outper-
form the relevant four existing algorithms by 0.3 ~ 1.5 dB.
The existing PVC algorithms could not outperform the
standard H.264 with good margin at very high bit rates as
the number of RMBs decreases with the bit rates. How-
ever, the proposed PVC with McFIS comprehensively out-
performs the H.264 at any bit rates.
The proposed methods outperform the relevant state-

of-the-art methods for the fixed and/or moderate camera
motion video sequences (e.g., Tennis and Trevor). How-
ever, the proposed techniques in their current state could
not provide better rate-distortion performance compared
to the H.264 for the videos with high activities (i.e., cam-
era/object motions) as the McFIS is least relevant for the
referencing of the high camera motion videos and the
number of RMBs of the high object motion videos (e.g.,
Football and Flower) is insignificant (around 3%) to im-
prove the R-D performance of the proposed methods.
Note that Figure 13 also confirms that unlike the PVC
scheme [12], the R-D performance of the proposed
schemes is similar to that of the existing relevant schemes
for high-activity videos. This establishes our hypothesis on
the adjustment of the bits and distortion in the Lagrangian
cost function determination for the pattern mode while
embedding the pattern mode into the existing H.264
framework.
The contributions of the paper are as follows: (1) to

overcome the pattern matching limitation in the existing
algorithms [12,22] for the occlusion scenario, a new MR
detection technique is proposed using a true background
frame, i.e., McFIS, which is also used for the pattern gen-
eration process to capture only the object-generated MR;
(2) to avoid the performance degradation of the existing
algorithms [12,22] at high bit rates, a new technique is
proposed for embedding the pattern mode into the H.264
using the quality and bit adjustment for the pattern mode;
(3) to avoid the quantization errors among adjacent
McFISs, a new McFIS generation technique is proposed
based on the theoretical relationship between quantization
and distortion; and (4) to avoid the frame delay of the
existing algorithm [22], a new pattern generation tech-
nique is proposed using decoded frames which improves
the rate-distortion performance by saving pattern-shaped
codes as the same pattern generation technique is used in
the encoder and decoder.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a new pattern-based video
coding idea using (1) indexing patterns (of both regular
and arbitrary shapes) for motion estimation and compen-
sation and (2) a dynamically updated background frame
(i.e., McFIS) as the long-term reference frame to overcome
the inaccurate motion estimation and compensation prob-
lem in the uncovered background areas by a new pattern
matching and referencing technique. We have also devised
a scheme for generating content-dependent arbitrary-
shaped pattern templates where the McFIS is also used as
the second reference frame. The extensive experimental
results gave insight of the proposed idea and showed that
the proposed techniques outperform the four most rele-
vant existing algorithms by improving 0.3 ~ 1.5 dB in
coded image quality.
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